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Religious ritual and routine work:  

Spaces, activities and ‘focusing the mind’ in the early modern English house 

 

Tara Hamling and Catherine Richardson 

 

Religious practice and household work are usually thought of as completely separate aspects of domestic 

life. They tend to be associated with distinct areas of household space and types of people dissimilar in 

terms of both gender and social status. The former is often considered to be ritualised, and the latter a 

series of routine practices. This joint paper will explore the ways in which these two domestic practices 

might be related to one another, investigating the connections between spaces and activities that are 

rarely brought together. 

 

It is a joint paper because we are working together on a book project, whose central principle is to 

combine our different disciplinary perspectives and evidence as an art historian and literary/social 

historian to try to get to grips with the nature and quality of everyday experience in the middling-level 

household in early modern England.  

 

[SLIDE – cut away of Bromsgrove House]. 

 

Our approach can be summed up as follows: if we were able to reveal the entirety of a busy middling-

level house at a specific moment in time, like opening the front of a dolls house, what would we see? 

What various activities might be taking place across the spaces within and without and what are the 

connections between these spaces and actions? We can make certain assumptions about what goes on 

when, where, and involving whom, but there is a fundamental problem in the paucity of direct evidence 

to tell us about the nature of experiencing these daily routines and the quality of the meanings that 

accrue around them. Our approach requires that we find ways to bring into view the various activities of 

the whole household over the course of a day, and we are developing a method to unite our different 

forms of evidence, including extant buildings and their internal decoration, domestic objects and a range 

of printed and documentary sources – admonitory, testamentary, judicial. This paper emerges from our 

wider project and working across the two strands of the conference allows us to investigate this idea of 

the whole household viewed at a moment in time, with a focus on the morning as a time of 

interconnected ritual and routine practices occurring simultaneously or sequentially and accompanied by 

movements through and beyond the internal thresholds and boundaries of the house.     

 

The reasons for the centrality of experience to our conception of the significance of the household 

underscore its elusiveness: the household in its fullest sense, as that conjunction of material and 

cognitive elements which is more than the sum of its parts (house; family; possessions; servants) only 

ever exists as ‘performed’, when the space and objects are used by individuals going about domestic 

activities. In other words it comes into being at the point of an event. Events configure different strands 

of meaning in particular ways – relating, for instance, the particular instance to the general, or the 

individual action to the prescriptive ideal. Sources which offer descriptions of events offer a way of 

accessing experience mentally digested, formatted and given a verbal form. And for such a purpose court 

depositions are ideal, offering as they do a detailed description of the deponent’s assessment of the 

conjunction of event and physical and moral context. It is around these rich stories of household 

behaviour that we can organize our different kinds of textual and material evidence about the household. 

 

* 
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[SLIDE] As the editors point out in their introduction to this volume published just last week, the subject 

of private and domestic devotion “as a whole has been left remarkably underexplored, both by literary 

scholars and especially by historians”.1 The appearance of this important volume reflects a new and 

broadening scholarly interest across a range of disciplines in the patterns of devotion, and of their 

meanings for early modern culture as a whole.  

 

Yet the image on the cover encapsulates the traditional stereotypical image of domestic religious 

practice, as performed in solitude by a certain kind of person and located in a dedicated space. This may 

reflect practice among the (godly) elite but there are all kinds of problems with this concept of ‘private’ 

prayer in relation the middling levels of society. If we look to devotional texts it is clear that 

commentators envisaged devotional activity taking place in ordinary domestic space and at all times, 

reflecting the reformed rejection of any need for specialised areas for worship. There is still much to 

understand, therefore, about the practicalities and lived experience of everyday religious practice for the 

majority of people, which requires sustained consideration of the specificity of a domestic and material 

context for these practices. 

 

[SLIDE] - “Pray continually” 

The approved practice of daily devotion comprised not only the routine of set prayers in the morning and 

evening but a continuous and seamless sequence of guided thought to accompany every humble action 

in between. Commentators repeated the biblical injunction to “Pray continually” [1 Thessalonians 5: 17]2 

and devotional texts provided examples of appropriate subject matter to aid this constant diligence in 

spiritual endeavour. This amounts to an attempt on behalf of clerical and household authorities to 

ritualise the routines of daily life, as part of the renewed emphasis on the household as the core social 

and religious unit in post-Reformation England. In this sense these approved 'private' and domestic 

religious practices are not private at all but intensely public in their implications —intended to impose 

uniformity in thought and action in daily life across society. 

 

These prescribed quotidian rituals are understudied because of a lack of evidence about if and how they 

were put into practice, but the important point is that they provided a framing context or narrative for 

the ordered, repetitive actions of the ideal household; an ideal that we may assume aspiring, upright 

members of the middling sort would wish to be seen to embrace. While we can speculate that 

consciousness of the ideal influenced a range of individual or collective behaviours that can be defined as 

ritual in nature, much of the available evidence about practice tends to offer rather idiosyncratic or 

extreme examples of response. Evidence about the devotional behaviours of the conforming majority at 

the middling level of society is much harder to find. I would argue however that material evidence in the 

form of domestic decoration represents a concerted effort to express aspects of prescription to function 

in an analogous way; to guide and prompt thought during the diurnal routine of domestic tasks and 

thereby transform these practical actions into a series of ritualised acts. A considerable quantity of this 

material evidence is extant and can be used to understand the extent to which prescription was absorbed 

and reinforced by householders about whom we would otherwise know very little. While we cannot be 

sure how individuals reacted to this physical context, there is a synergy in the recurring themes of both 

prescription and decoration which suggests the power of this dominant discourse in framing and 

structuring experience. Moreover, decoration applied to the surface of rooms provides evidence about 

                                                           
1
 Jessica Martin and Alec Ryrie (eds), Private and Domestic Devotion in Early Modern Britain (Ashgate, 

Aldershot, 2012). 
2
 “pray continually’ in the Geneva Bible; “pray without ceasing” in the KJB. 
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how certain kinds of experience were associated with specific physical and spatial contexts. This ideal of 

domestic piety, established through discourse and material interactions in the home, whether enacted in 

whole or in part, served as a mirror reflecting back on aberrant behaviour. 

 

* 

According to the stricter Protestant advisors, routine activities in the early morning, from first waking 

until after dressing, were supposed to be accompanied and punctuated by a series of meditations as well 

as formal prayer. This places considerable emphasis on the bed chamber as a site for personal devotion. 

Elizabeth Jocelin’s legacy of instructive advice to her unborn child, written in 1622, directs them to pray 

every morning: ‘At thy first waking’...’even but now thine eyes were closed’. Thomas Bentley in The 

Monument of Matrons (1582) gives the same advice: ‘So soone as ye first awake praie’. Then, ‘Being well 

wakened & before you arise’, ‘praie and meditate’. Other external stimuli should also prompt pious 

meditations as you lie in your bed, still groggy with sleep: ‘Hearing the clock strike, pray and meditate’ 

says Bentley. He then directs: ‘So soone as ye see the daie breake and light to appeere, praie and 

meditate’. We might imagine the light appearing around or through the window curtains that were 

increasingly listed in probate inventories. Then Jocelin directs her reader: ‘So soone as thou hast made 

thy prayer to God, prepare to rise, and rising use this Prayer’. ‘Being about to rise out of your bed, praie & 

meditate’ says Bentley, but you must make sure to meditate while rising too – ‘In your arising praie’. 

Once out of bed, you might at this point shed your nightclothes: ‘Putting off your nearest garment, 

meditate’ and ‘Beholding your nakedness, meditate’ says Bentley. Then: ‘Putting on your nearest 

garment, meditate’. All this takes place as preparation for formal prayers, said kneeling down at the 

bedside (according to Lewis Bayly in his popular devotional handbook, The Practice of Piety, 1612 

onwards). 

 

The words of these prayers may be triggered by, or echo, inscriptions painted on the walls. In her book on 

wall paintings in the Welsh Marches Kathryn Davies documents an interesting, slightly later, inscription 

dated 1664, which includes the text: “Ellis Wynne, his chamber...” and “Let me do noe thing, Lord but 

what may tend to thy glory and my right end”. 

 

The appropriate meditations to accompany getting dressed as provided in devotional texts offer an 

example of the circular nature of connections between specific activities, the material interactions 

required by these activities and guided thought. 

 

[SLIDE] This is ‘A Prayer at the putting on of our Clothes’, from A Booke of Christian Prayers, 1578.  

The repeated emphasis on Adam and Eve's fall from grace in the first part of the prayer is appropriate in 

referring to the introduction of clothing as a consequence of sin. [PAUSE – then, SLIDE] The pattern of the 

prayer in contrasting the disobedience of Adam with the obedience of Christ corresponds with the 

inscription in this wall painting from a house in Meadle, Buckinghamshire, [SLIDE] which once adorned 

the sloping ceiling of a first floor room. [SLIDE] There are several extant examples of Adam and Eve 

iconography depicted in upper chambers, including this wooden overmantel in a second-floor chamber of 

no 90 High Street in Oxford, dating from around 1612. This subject is sometimes found decorating chests, 

so it would have been encountered while removing clothes from their place of storage in the room. 

[SLIDE] This chest depicts the fall and expulsion and has an inscription commemorating the marriage of 

Isaac Walton and Rebecca Floud in 1626.  In mirroring the message of devotional texts, the presence of 

Adam and Eve’s Fall as large-scale decorative imagery in chambers could serve to put in mind appropriate 

modes of thought during the routine activity of dressing - providing a spiritual context for the required 

actions of stripping, being naked and re-clothing as a form of ritual cleansing and fortification for the 
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assaults on the soul through the day ahead. This paralleling of domestic activity with specific biblical 

iconography suggests that exiting the chamber may have been imagined as a form of expulsion from the 

parameters of a secure and leisurely environment to face the toils and tribulations of worldly concerns. 

 

Solitude was a luxury available to a limited few although it seems likely that for wealthier folk the period 

of the morning once servants had risen might offer the kind of opportunity for quiet meditation and 

prayer envisaged by prescriptive literature. Its ritualisation of mundane morning activities aims to focus 

the mind on spiritual concerns to prevent potentially rogue, independent thought and lend a higher 

sense of purpose to the humdrum of daily life. [In this way the fusion of routine practical action with 

devotional ritual can be understood as a motivational strategy to ensure the smooth and efficient 

running of the well-ordered household.] 

 

So, it is possible to offer an imaginative reconstruction of how the routine of the early morning might be 

ritualised through personal devotions if individuals chose to follow prescriptive advice. While we cannot 

know the extent to which people observed these behaviours, or thought in line with prescription, the fact 

that examples of extant decoration tend to echo the themes identified in devotional texts suggests that 

some individuals at least aspired towards this ideal or felt it to be an appropriate framework to enshrine 

in permanent additions to the fabric of the house. 

 

But how might this sort of ideal scenario be complicated or disrupted by the realities of daily life and the 

physical form and construction of the domestic environment? One way to address this question is to 

introduce evidence from court depositions about occurrences recorded as taking place at this time of the 

day. There is only time to examine one particularly rich example today.  

 

In early November 1610 a 66 year old woman named Christiana Rawlins was in her chamber in a house in 

Bix in Oxfordshire on a Sunday morning when she overheard a conversation between three women in a 

downstairs room. The conversation prompted a slander case. The case is valuable because it locates 

people in space and time. It helps expose the ‘dolls house’ view and the interconnectedness of parallel 

experiences. Christiana testified that:   

 

[SLIDE] she beinge in hir Chamber windowe makinge hir 

     readie betweene eight or nyne o clocke in the morninge 

     she heard [three women] talkinge together verie lowde in the howse [meaning hall] 

     (her Chamber ioyninge close to the saied howse,) where amongst other speeches she heard [one of 

the women state that her son Richard, had got one Joan Gamon pregnant. When asked if her son had 

told her this, she replied “whether he did or not he hath kept hir this twelmonth as comonlie as anie man 

keeps his wife”. She said that she did see none of the 

     saied parties, but she knewe their voyces well then presentlie 

     she went downe into the rome where they were 

      

So Christiana’s chamber where she was “making her readie” was probably directly above the hall. 

Flooring over previously open halls was an architectural development ongoing in the 16th and 17th 

centuries. This suggests that the household in Bix was of reasonable wealth. The early modern village of 

Bix no longer survives, but Calico House in Newnham, Kent offers a representative example of a middling-

level farmhouse, where a previously open hall was floored over in the mid 16th century to create a hall 

chamber. [SLIDES and point out the chamber over the hall...]  
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Christiana’s testimony evokes the permeability of divisions within the household and illustrates how 

people might be aware of others in the house even when alone in a relatively ‘private’ space. Her 

deposition gives a sense of how voices could penetrate physical and mental space and thus change the 

nature of experience. The ways in which this permeability between rooms could connect create 

connections between simultaneous activities is also represented by the funeral sermon of Lucy Thornton 

of Little Wratting in Suffolk who died in December 1621. This records that on her deathbed she “heard 

the family singing below in the house *hall+” and was moved to respond with pious words. The 

arrangement of accommodation with chambers directly above more public reception rooms, then, 

created very tangible connections between public and private, communal and personal, social and 

spiritual experiences.   

 

Christiana also describes where she was located as: ‘in hir Chamber windowe”. This suggests a bay 

window, with seating, as at Calico. [SLIDE] Extravagant glazing was another sign of wealth and this slide 

illustrates the physical continuity of the timber framing connecting a ground and first floor oriel window. 

It provides a very specific material setting for the routine/ritual of this time in the morning.  

The other deponent, Margerie Dowglasse, was servant to the mistress of the house. She also states that 

the conversation took place in the hall of the house on a Sunday morning before prayers. This is 

particularly significant because even the less devout were more likely to observe religious duties on a 

Sunday. There may be a dual meaning of ‘making ready’ as both practical and spiritual. Perhaps daylight 

was needed for viewing a mirror or bible – both items are sometimes recorded in chambers in 

inventories.3  

 

Bentley, in his Monument of Matrons (1582) suggests specific “Praiers & Meditations, to be used as 

speciallie upon the Lords Day”. The prayer to be used “In apparelling your selfe” reads: 

 

“Cloath mee, O Christ, with thine owne selfe, that I may be so farre from making provision for the flesh to 

fulfil the lusts thereof; that I may cleane put off all my carnall desires” (p.375). 

 

If Christiana was observing these suggested patterns of thought to ritualise the act of making herself 

ready on a Sunday morning then there is an interesting overlap of approved and intruding narratives, 

with set prayers’ appeal to rid away all lusts of the flesh being overlaid with the reported carnal 

behaviour of the couple being discussed in the hall below. There is the added quality of this gossip being 

particularly inappropriate given its temporal context as before (household) prayers. We might assume 

that these neighbours had arrived at the house to go together to church. Thomas Bentley’s ‘praiers for 

the Lord’s day’ instructs the householder that, Before going to church “first call diligentlie to your mind 

some of these sentences of holie scripture... Thus having well prepared and weied these holie sentences, 

stir up your selfe, and exhort all your children, servants, strangers and neighbours about you, with 

cheerful minds, willinglie and diligentlie to resort to Church” p.401-402. 

 

Christiana’s deposition implicitly sets up an opposition between appropriate ‘making ready’ as private 

preparation for the ritualised routines of the Lord’s day and inappropriate behaviour intruding on that 

activity; these behaviours are associated with different parts of the house, an antithetical juxtaposition of 

                                                           
3
 Inventories also indicate the great and rising quantity of textile furnishings in the form of curtains and 

cushions located in windows over the later sixteenth century, so this area was also comfortable, even 
relatively luxurious. 
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upper/higher/spiritual behaviour with the lower/base behaviour of gossip, scandal and (alleged) 

fornication. 

 

Christiana records that “she went downe into the rome where they were”. In the prescriptive literature 

the expected sequence of events is private prayer followed by communal prayer. 

*SLIDE+ “When thou hast attired thy *self de+cently & comely, not proudlie, goe forth of thy chamber, and 

if thou beest a maister of a household, call thy familie together,” instructs Philip Stubbes (1592).  

 

This movement from chamber to a more pubic space - described only as “some convenient room” by 

Lewis Bayly in The Practice of Piety (1613) - punctuates shifts in the nature of continuous devotional 

activity from being private to communal in nature.  

 

The morning routine of private then communal prayer, with the whole household gathered together, sets 

up the framing narrative for the day. According to advice literature this gathering should comprise bible 

reading, prayer and the singing of psalms. The decoration of wall surfaces suggests that for some 

members of the middling sort this group activity defined the quality of the largest, central domestic 

space, whether a hall, parlour or upper (great) chamber. [SLIDE] This material context served to extend 

early morning devotional practice throughout the day, so that inscriptions painted on walls, such as this 

example at Pirton Grange, Hertfordshire, reminds members of the household to “pray to God 

continually”. The bibles and psalters recorded in halls and parlours in inventories suggest the use of these 

spaces for daily religious observance but as the material paraphernalia of these practices the presence of 

these objects also influences the longer-term quality and associations of these spaces. The singing of 

psalms was supported and reinforced by decoration in an upper room at Great Pednor Manor where 

blackletter texts in a frieze were taken from the metrical version of the Psalms by Sternhold and Hopkins. 

This kind of decoration in a main living (and working) space can be understood to extend the framing but 

ephemeral practice of domestic devotion to actively spiritualise the atmosphere of the household (to use 

Christopher Hill’s influential phrase), and thereby establish the terms of reference for activities taking 

place during the rest of the day. 

 

[SLIDE] 

Stubbe’s suggested set prayer ends by dispersing the family to their respective callings: “go forth to thy 

labours in the feare of God, doing all things with single eie, and good conscience...being assured that as 

in mercie he will not leave the good worke that we do unrewarded”. 

 

* 

 

And then the working day begins... 

 

The ideologies of the household during the working day are all about unity, about seeing the house in 

‘dolls’ house view’. Household manuals imagine an economic unit in which each individual member’s 

labour is necessary for success, just as their sense of their mutual responsibilities make for its peace and 

harmony. Court cases often work with a negative of this image which casts adultery as a depleting of the 

household’s resources, or a syphoning off of a finite amount of money and credit. Lying behind both 

versions is the notion that the several parts of the economic whole needed to be cognizant of one 

another’s whereabouts and actions. R.C. Richardson, in his book on household servants, explores the 

problem of ‘eye-service’(p.130), of those servants who only work hard when they are being directly 

supervised, and who otherwise engage in the usual kind of domestic vices: ‘unnecessary sleeping, curious 
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gazing, idle talking’. Household heads were responsible for the kind of omniscience which ensures 

domestic productivity, a responsibility largely delegated to the wife: ‘She must lay a diligent eye to her 

household stuffe in euery Roome, that nothing be embezeled away, nothing spoyled or lost for want of 

looking to, nothing mard by ill vsage, nor nothing worne out by more vsing then is needefull, nothing out 

of place’. This is possible only through constant work – routine expanded into a kind of unbroken 

presence:4 ‘She borroweth of the morning and the euening, for to dispatch her businesse*in other words 

she works outside the working day?+.’ And she needs to make a personal impact across the house: ‘She 

must not thinke to sit and commande, but she must be a stirrer in euery place’.5 Nicholas Breton lays out 

the variety of her routine as dictated by household space – she is ‘the kitchen physician, the chamber 

comfort, the hall’s care, and the parlour’s grace’.6 This mode of thinking about the household, as a unit 

where everyone fulfilled their own role and was seen to be doing so, encourages a self-conscious 

engagement with the simultaneous sense of many different tasks happening to a shared end.  

[SLIDE – Print, The Good Housewife] 

Inventories suggest that, in cloth-producing areas, some people organised objects and spaces so that 

they could indeed spend every minute working. We can look at the relationship between large fixed 

items like looms and smaller portable objects [SLIDE]: those looms not kept in shops were found most 

commonly in halls, but they were also present in reasonable numbers in kitchens, and in smaller numbers 

in upper and in outer chambers.7 The easily portable stock and wool cards, on the other hand,8  were 

kept in greatest numbers in chambers (26) and halls (13).9 Their size, and their links specifically to 

women’s work, led to cards being concentrated in the less public areas of the house. Spinning wheels are 

found everywhere in the house.10 The ‘production rooms’, including kitchen, buttery and more 

specialised spaces, contained 26% of them and 24% of the total number were kept in domestic chambers. 

The other half were found in halls, shops and a very few in parlours. In kitchens, bakehouses, brewhouses 

and shops in particular they must have provided the opportunity for those involved in processes which 

could be left to their own devices for long stretches of time to employ themselves in another task while 

cakes baked, beer brewed, dinner cooked or work was thin on the ground. This indicates an 

interpenetration of tasks, and an emphasis on sociability, but the multi-located small objects also raise 

questions about gender and status: do these objects relate to houses with less obvious room-

specialisation (i.e. non-middling sort), or were they used by women at all social levels?  [SLIDE] The wool 

winder indicates both the opportunities and dangers of such ‘extra time’, and reinforces the point that 

Tara was making about the ideal of the interpenetration of praying and working, and the ritualization of 

routine. 

Although further qualitative research is needed here,  details of individual practices do elucidate these 

statistics. Elizabeth Ringer, for instance, a widow dying in 1571, had 11 pieces of old linen in her hall, a 

hemp comb in her buttery (as well as her pewter), and 8lbs of hemp and 2 lbs of yarn in the chamber 

                                                           
4
 Cleaver, 1598, pp. 92-3, for a full discussion of the wife’s active supervision see Korda, 2002, chapter 3. 

5
 Cleaver, 1598, p.92. 

6
 The Good and the Bad or descriptions of the worthies and unworthies of this age, London, 1616. 

7
 1 chamber over kitchen, 1 cellar, 4 garrett, 11 in hall, 5 in kitchen, 3 in loft, 36 in shop, 2 in backhouse, 3 in 

sylhouse. 
8
 To card: OED: a.trans. To prepare wool, tow, etc., for spinning, by combing out impurities and parting and 

straightening the fibres with a card. Also with out, and absol. Also, †To dress cloth with teasels or cards (obs.); 
†To remove (impurities) from flax, etc. with cards (obs.). 
9
 Production areas (8), butteries (6), kitchens (2) and domestic areas (2) (59 total). 

10
 Chambers (140), then in kitchens (84), then halls (74); less frequently in butteries (42), and infrequently in 

parlours (8). 
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over the shop, in which was a glazing wheel and the spindle, and two linen and two woollen wheels – she 

appears to have been trying to carry on her husband’s business, whilst undertaking a considerable 

amount of other employment herself.11 Interpenetration of practices in rooms has implications for 

sociability and ‘focussing the mind’. 

So we need to begin to ask who was working in these houses. Against the ideal of the ‘closed’ working 

house we must set various ingressions. Live-out servants came in: Edward Gates, a tailor, travelled 4 

miles to work in his master Woodgate’s tailor’s shop at his house; Elizabeth Hodges, hired by Richard 

Quilter to help his wife ‘in her and his worke apon fishing nettes whiche they made’, does so ‘sitting in 

the hall a working by the fyer side’. Domestic servants moved from house to house, bringing skills and 

carrying gossip around communities – their arrival through the doors signalled the start of the main 

working day for family and neighbours alike. In the other direction, these individuals left their own 

houses, and women went to market to sell the family’s wares. There is a tension in this permeability – 

between the practical need for ingress and egress and the conceptual unity which household work 

required – which has moral implications.  

 

Then there are the connections between houses. Court cases show how significant these could be, as the 

need for light pushed work to the peripheries of properties. They elucidate working routines centred 

around the doorstep, site of the best light source and vantage point for sociability. Thomasine Nowen of 

St Alphege parish in Canterbury, for instance, ‘did woorke for the said goodwife Prat, at doore of her 

house in the parishe of Northgate’, and was sitting there at the beginning of harvest when she, along with 

goodwife Culverhouse ‘being a widow dwelling harde bye, and giving of her child mike at her doore’, hear 

Prat slander goodwife Warde. Whereas the court case Tara discussed showed us an individual working 

through a series of potentially ritualised behaviours which were interrupted by aberrant conduct, these 

cases situate deponents within their domestic routines, in relation to wrongdoing – there’s that 

continuity of different types of ‘work’ within a protestant ethos. 

 

Other slander cases revolve around shops, those points of economic contact between routine domestic 

work and the community. In these we see complex connections between ‘owners’ space’ and ‘workers’ 

space’, and male and female working practices. James Bakesley was ‘in his shop at woorke within thouse 

of the said Mr Mounte…parte of the which howse with the shop he this dept had hyred of the said 

Mount’, when ‘Yt fortuned…Mounte, dwelling in thother parte of his house aforesaid’ to accuse the 

churchwarden of riding other men’s wives. Richard Hurfer of St George’s parish ‘was sitting in his 

maisters shop at his work’ when William Twyne struck a man called Richard ‘sitting apon the shopp stall 

of his maisters being at his work’. Thomasin Bull in the shop next door calls out ‘Lay hym on well Twyn, 

Lay hym on for he is a naughte knave…and mockith every body coming by the strete’. It is when Richard’s 

mistress ‘chauncid to com downe unto her shop and found the said Twyne and Richard by the eares 

togither’ that she too is slandered. The shop provides a point of entry to the house through which the 

slander takes aim at its reputation. A tailor called Pashley was ‘working apon his shop bourd’ when 

Hollesworth’s wife ‘cam in, and toke from hym either a peic of chalke or his sheers wherapon he cam of 

from his shop or bourd wheir he sat into the hall’, where Katherine Johnson ‘sat spynyng. And their the 

said Pashley and Hollesworthes *wif+ tombled to gather in the cradle and brake it’. The space here seems 

literally permeable, as the pair appear to fall through it and onto the cradle, disrupting not only the 

tailor’s own work but Katherine’s spinning behind the shop in the hall. Work ensures reputation, and it 

guards against cradle-breaking.  

                                                           
11

 Glazers or Glazing-wheels, wooden wheels charged with emery and used for polishing are called by this 
name. 
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[SLIDE – map] 

I’m going to focus on one case in particular to finish, because it gives us an opportunity to look at the 

relationships amongst a group of domestic and commercial premises within which work was taking place, 

and to study the interaction of working routine and social life within and amongst them. A considerable 

number of people hear Isabel Debeney and Agnes Winyat slander one another at the backside of the 

Three Kings inn in Sandwich in 1593. The fact that the house was an inn makes it a centre for individuals 

going about a variety of different kinds of business, and their stories offer several different perspectives 

on the slander, giving a strong sense of an event as a hub for the spokes of different routines. James 

Scaper, a tailor, “dwelling nere unto the house of the articulate Isabell Debene…did (as many times he 

useth to do) cary his pressing yron to heate, to the said Debeney’s house”. His route is “through an entry 

that joyneth to the backside of the said house which backside is devided onely by a pale from the 

backeside of the articulat Wyniates her house”. Joanna Brown “saw Winyats looking upon the said 

Debeney through the pale or particion betwene them at such place or places where the pales were not 

closly joyned together”, as she sat with Bennet Adis of Canterbury, “neere to or under a windowe (for 

they had bought shrimpes and sate downe to eate them)”. While they eat, they also see “many rommers 

*sic+ and goers” who “went in and out through the said backeside at and about the same time”. The 

urban configuration of back-to-back streets insures a density of living and working which makes routines 

known – the three properties mentioned here share an area between them which is partly domestic and 

partly communal.  

Also in the inn were several men “sitting at a table in the…lofte” eating a meal, from which location they 

“did not see either of the women, for they were belowe”, but they recognised their voices. Lactantius 

Preston, a wool broker who ‘resorts to the house of the said Debney’ to deal with his clients, was having 

breakfast in the parlour. “*T+horough the window of the said parlour”, he “did see them both”, but he 

only heard their insults “as he and Robert Clark were washing their hands in the backside”. These 

deponents raise interesting issues about the relationship between hearing, seeing and understanding 

which indicate different levels of engagement with what was going on outside. Preston’s working 

breakfast was apparently uninterrupted by the women’s insults, and it was only when the meal had 

ended that the men took notice of their words. 

Winyat and the witnesses she produces all live in the house next door. Abigail Willes, a 25 year old 

spinster, saw the two women shouting, and also saw her fellow witness Parnel Vanderschera “loking out 

at a windowe of a lofte or uper chamber wherin she useth to lie”. The latter, originally from Flanders, has 

dwelt in the house for at least 10 years. Hester Willes, 23 and also a spinster, says that Winyat was 

washing in soap in the backside which the women share as a communal area of the house. Thomas 

Yeomans, who used to sub-let the kitchen from Winyat, explains that the Vanderscheras, the only 

married couple, have a chamber over the hall and one of the shops next to the street in which he carries 

on his trade as a goldsmith, and the misses Willes, who are also of the Dutch congregation, live in the 

chamber over the kitchen where they spin “as the strangers usually doe”. The property is owned by 

Joanna Crispe, a 58 year old widow who apparently makes her living from letting out parts of a 

substantial and well-furnished house in a prominent position. An inventory for Joanna Crispe dated two 

years after this court case lists possessions in three rooms, a parlour, a stone parlour and the chamber 

over the palour, the latter two heated – rooms which contain pewter, featherbeds with curtains, 

cupboards with cupboard cloths, silk cushions, tapestry coverts, window curtains and counterfetts, or 

pictures, on the walls. 

Mrs Crispe states that all her tenants “live very well and in good sort by their honeste laboure and are 
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well provided for both in houshold stuffe and apparell”. This defensive assertion of their status suggests 

the importance of the working routine as an element which allows deponents to admit to being present 

while remaining uninvolved in the immoral actions which took place.  This can also be seen in Preston’s 

insistence that he did not hear their words until business was done. The overriding message of this kind 

of evidence is of the moral power of work, as a guarantee of honest reputation, but also as a way of 

negotiating bearing witness – a focussed physical presence which nevertheless ensures absorption in 

other matters, which takes one outside a social situation. Is this Stubbes’s ‘single eie’? 

 

Conclusions 

 Bringing together different kinds of evidence sheds light on connections between types of 

activity 

 Prescription frames thought and behaviour, orders domestic activities and responses to aberrant 

behaviour 

 Interruptions and disruptions occur because of permeability of household 

 Contemporary sensitivity to distinctions between upper and lower rooms, and the particular 

permeabilities of shops as liminal areas between house and street 

 Decoration of chambers and reception rooms positions spiritual concerns as central to 

household/material paraphernalia of work permeates all zones of interior 

 Constant diligence in thought (spiritual) and action (work) ensures successful household/state; 

two different but associated kinds of industry/discipline 

 Routine and ritualised behaviours function similarly, within judicial discourses at least, as actions 

which presuppose a level of focussed attention which distances the deponent from direct 

involvement in events 

 A conceptual connectedness between religious/ritual and practical/routine activities reflects 

fusion of spiritual, social and economic functions of the household in post-Reformation England    
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